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Jackie: Hello and welcome to Weekender. I'm Jackie Dalton. [FX: siren]. Now if you 

have the misfortune to have a bad accident or are very sick, you will probably go 

to a hospital. But here in Britain it is possible to see a doctor without going to 

hospital. These doctors are called General Practicioners - or, more commonly, 

'GPs' - and they work in Health Centres based in communities. You usually need 

to make an appointment to see a GP.  

 

John has made an appointment with his GP because he isn't feeling very well. 

Listen to his conversation with the doctor, and try to find out what's wrong with 

him. 

 

Doctor: What seems to be the problem? 

Man:  Well, I've got this really really awful flu. Um, at least I think that's what it is - I 

think it's flu. I feel dreadful. 

 

Jackie: Did you hear what the matter is? Have another listen: 

 

Doctor: What seems to be the problem? 

Man:  Well, I've got this really really awful flu. Um, at least I think that's what it is - I 

think it's flu. I feel dreadful. 

   

Jackie: John thinks he has 'the flu' - which is what we normally call influenza, a very 

common illness. If you have the flu you will probably cough a lot [coughing FX], 

blow your nose [Nose-blowing FX] and generally feel very weak [Feeling weak 

FX]. (clears throat) These are the symptoms of having the flu; these are the signs 

that show that you have the illness. But there are other symptoms of the flu as 
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well. In the next clip, John lists three more symptoms which relate to different 

parts of his body. As you listen try to guess which parts of his body John is talking 

about.  

Man:  …I feel dreadful. 

Doctor:  In what way? 

Man: Well, I'm all bunged up… er… I've got a terrible headache… er… yeah, feeling 

quite dizzy…and I've got an awful sore throat… and, er… just really under the 

weather.  

 

Jackie:  John was talking about symptoms affecting his nose, his head and his throat. Have 

another listen: 

 

Man:  …I feel dreadful. 

Doctor:  In what way? 

Man: Well, I'm all bunged up… er… I've got a terrible headache… er… yeah, feeling 

quite dizzy…and I've got an awful sore throat… and, er… just really under the 

weather.  

 

Jackie:  John says that he is 'bunged up'. This is an informal expression which means that 

John can't breathe through his nose. John also says that he feels dizzy - that is, that 

he feels he might fall over [feeling weak and falling over FX]. Ok, that's enough 

FX now. Some people feel dizzy when they go up high buildings; other people 

feel dizzy when they see blood. Lastly, John says that he has a sore throat, which 

means his throat is painful.  

 

 Man: …and I've got an awful sore throat… and, er… just really under the 

weather.  

  

Jackie: 'Under the weather'. This is a common way of saying that you don't feel very 

good, that you are feeling tired or ill.  
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Man:  Well, I'm all bunged up… er… I've got a terrible headache… er 

 

When you have a headache your head hurts. An ache is a constant pain which is 

usually not very strong or intense. 'Headache' is of course made of two words: 

'head' and 'ache'. You can use this structure with some other parts of your body. If, 

for example, your stomach hurts, you can say that you have a…. that's right, a 

'stomach ache'. The same rule applies to ear… earache; tooth… toothache and 

back… backache.  

 

For other parts of your body - for example, your leg - you can use 'ache' as a verb, 

so you can say 'my eyes are aching '. But in the next clip, John uses the word 

'ache' in a quite a creative way. Have a listen: 

 

Doctor: Is it worse in the morning of the evening? 

Man: When I wake up in the morning I'm feeling really achey… and er, it's like my 

joints just really really hurt. I'm aching all over.  

 

Jackie: John says that in the morning he feels really 'achey'. John has made the word into 

an adjective by adding '-y' to the end. This is quite an informal device, but some 

of these 'y' adjectives are very common.  To illustrate this, I asked a colleague at 

BBC Learning English what words she would use to describe a room which is full 

of smoke… 

 

Woman:  Difficult to breathe, smokey.  

 

 'Smokey', which is an adjective made from the noun, smoke. I asked a different 

colleague how he would describe someone who didn't smell nice…. 
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Man:  A bit niffy. Pongy, possibly. Just smelly. 

 

He used the words Pongy and Smelly. A 'pong' is a very informal word for a bad 

smell. Lastly, I asked this woman how she would describe a very affectionate 

boyfriend.  

 

Woman:  If I was going out with a guy and he was always wanting to hold my hand I would 

say that he was a bit touchy-feely or clingy. 

 

'Touch-feely" comes from the verbs to touch, and to feel. If you cling to 

something, you hold it tightly, perhaps because you are worried it will go away.  

 

Doctor: Is it worse in the morning of the evening? 

Man: When I wake up in the morning I'm feeling really achey… and er, it's like my 

joints just really really hurt. I'm aching all over.  

 

That's all we have time for today. Remember that you can read the vocabulary 

from this programme, and listen again to the whole of the audio clip on the 

Weekender webpage. I hope that - for once - you've enjoyed your trip to the 

doctor's! 

 

 


